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Front light wheel

Rear motor

Front & Rear 9” tube tire

Body side LED light

Front fender

Front spring&rubber 
suspension

Rear spring&rubber 
suspension

Footboard

Quick fold
(pull handle)

Rear fender

Handle post(Steering tube)

Handle stem

LED bar

Rear light(Brake light)

Head light

Charging port



Charger plug

Charger

Nut caps

Basic tool

LED Remote control User manual
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Step2. Stance for driving

Step1. Turning on the instrument panel

Step3. Acceleration Rear brake Index finger throttle



Use of rear drum brake + Electric ABS
Attention to using the brake gently first,don’t brake suddenly.
When you brake gently,the ABS function started. This will be very effective in reducing 
speed. After the speed dropped, the brakes are finally applied  to stop  the scooter.

Step2

Use of rear drum brake + Electric ABS
Electric ABS function is designed into all MINIMOTORS products.  Before using the 
scooter, please check if the ABS function turns on or not. It’s available to select the 
function is on or off by yourself.

Step1

ABS: OFF ABS：ON

Setting mode

Setting value
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The LED remote control is infrared.Please aim at 
the bottom of the right LED bar.

Turn on the throttle power, and make sure the LED lamp 
button on the left side of the deck is on.

W/WW

Flash

Jump

Jump

IC Set

CS

C3

C7

Auto

C16

Power but ton

Brightness&Light speed Whole white lamp
&Number of lamp beads 
control block

Light change mode 
slection block

Multicolor light mode 
selection block

Brightness&Light speed&Number of lamp beads control block:

Multicolor light mode selection block:

When single color light or whole white light is on,     brighter/     darker; when the multicolor light is on,     the light 
runs faster/     the light runs slower. When you press”IC Set” button, you can choose how many lamp beads work.
Press “IC Set” button again to end the setting.  

Tip

“C3”, 3 colors of light shine together;“C7”, 7 colors of light shine together;“C16”, 16 colors of light shine together;
“CS”, single color light shines.

Remote receiver
The lights will only be 

controlled 
when you oprate 

the remote 
towards this place
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FOLDING MOUNT

SUSPENSION

FOLDING HANDLE





Front and rear dual suspensions designed by Minimotors. The suspention has two important parts,
the spring and the rubber ,which have a combined funtion to make the performance perfect.

The suspension is  easy to remove and assemble with a rubber hammer. 

M8 screws

Rubber 
hamber

Step1.  Loosen the screws

Step3.  Take the old suspension out and replace

Step2.  Knock suspension cap

Please use an M8 wrench to loosen the screws.
This screw is used to fix the suspension. After 
changing suspension,you must tighten it agian
or the suspension will get out and you will fallen
down.

Turn the suspension cap up ,take the old or 
broken suspension out and replace the new 
one. 

Hit the suspension cap with a rubber hamber.

Step4.  Knock the suspension cap back

Knock the suspension cap back with a rubber 
hamber. Please knock the good place as the 
picture or you will damage the new suspension.
<Don’t forget to tighten the M8 screw back>.

Suspension cap

Positioning module NO NEED TO WORRY ABOUT OVER KNOCK
This is the positioning module,it is used to prevent
over knocking the suspension and keep the good 
place for suspension cap.
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